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Experimental study of the stability of a tunnel face reinforced by bolts
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents some results of a centrifuge test program conducted in order to study the
influence of bolts reinforcement on the behavior of tunnel face in soft ground. A series of four tests was
carried out. The results showed the positive influence of bolting on face stability and soil movements. The
comparison between test results demonstrated that the tunnel face can be better strengthened by increasing the
bolt density. It also showed that a bolt efficient length of about twice the distance between the face and the
expected failure surface provides the same reinforcing effect as longer bolts.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past ten years, tunnel face reinforcement by
means of fiberglass bolts has been adopted in soft
ground tunnelling. This technique allows safe tunnel
excavation in difficult geotechnical conditions and
reduces the deformation of the soil mass surrounding
the face. The system is composed of a series of
glass-reinforced plastic tubes installed ahead of the
face.

Even though this technique has proved useful in
controlling ground motion and stability at the tunnel
face, the behavior of the reinforced ground at the
face during tunnel excavation, is not fully
understood.

In order to study the influence of such
reinforcement on the face behavior, an experimental
work consisting in a series of tests on a 3D reduced
scale model was carried out.

2 MODEL DESCRIPTION

The physical model consisted of a rigid steel
cylinder, 300 mm long and 200 mm in diameter. The
cover to diameter ratio (C/D) used in the tests was
about 2. The model was tested in the LCPC
centrifuge under a 50g acceleration which allowed to
simulate a 10 ni diameter prototype tunnel. Figure 1
shows the tunnel model inside the test container.

The soil mass was made of dense Fontainebleau
sand with an average dry unit weight, 'yd of 15.7
kN/m3. It was prepared by using the pluviation
method so as to assure its homogeneity.
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Figure 1. Model study and container test

3 TEST PROCEDURE

Face stability during the tests was supported by
means of a rubber membrane (fig. 1) representing
the face, with application of compressed air. The air
pressure Pi within the tunnel was adjusted to balance
the earth loads during the centrifuge acceleration.

The value of, the applied internal pressure at the
tunnel axis depth Ha was computed using the
relation:

Pi = Uh = “KoYdHa



where oh is the lateral earth pressure, n, the
acceleration factor and KO, the coefficient of earth
pressure at rest. An average value of 0.5 was
assigned to this latter coefficient.

This internal pressure increases from 4 kPa at lg to
200 kPa at 50g.

Once the required acceleration (50g) had been
reached, the air pressure was gradually reduced until
tunnel face failure occurred.

Displacement transducers were used to monitor
both soil surface and face displacements during the
tests. Colored layers of sand were also used to better
evaluate the geometry of failure mechanisms.

A series of four tests was carried out 2
- Test 1 : no reinforcement was used at the face ;
- Test 2 1 the tunnel face was reinforced with 28
PVC, sand-coated 300 mm long (15 m in prototype
dimension) rods with a density of 1 rod/2.8 m2 at
prototype scale ;
- Test 3 : the tunnel face was reinforced with a
higher density of rods (1 rod/ 1.6 m2, 48 rods) ;
- Test 4 : the same rod density as in Test 2 was used
but with rods of a smaller length (130 mm, 6.5 m in
prototype units).

In Tests 2 to 4 the sand-coated rods were 3.5 mm
in diameter (175 mm in prototype dimensions).

4 RESULTS

4.1 Test I

Figure 2 shows the relationship between the internal
pressure and the face displacements measured by
transducers installed at the top, center and invert.
Three stages can be identified on the load
displacement curves: in the first stage, displacements
were negligible; in the second and third stages, the
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Figure 2. Face displacements in Test 1 (model units).

displacements increased with the pressure reduction
until failure occurred at the latter phase. The other
tests showed similar results.

Failure in Test 1 was obtained for a displacement
of 1 mm and an internal pressure of 8 kPa.

At the end of test, the sand mass was moistened by
adding water inside the container, then cut in order
to visualize the failure mechanism. Figure 3 shows
that the observed failure area was bulb-shaped with
its largest dimensions at the face level, and did not
reach the soil surface. These failure mechanisms
were found in good agreement with those obtained
by Chambon (1990) and theoretical works
completed on the basis of limit analysis
considerations (Leca and Dormieux, 1990); The
other tests showed that the shape of the failure
mechanism was not affected by the reinforcement
scheme.

4.2 Test 2

Figure 4 presents a comparison of the load
displacement curves obtained at invert level in Tests
1 and 2. lt shows that the reinforcement used in Test

2 increased face stability. The internal pressure at
failure (displacement of 1 mm) was of 5.5 kPa, i. e.
about 60% of the pressure required in Test 1.

The reinforcement also reduced the amount of
displacements observed at the face prior to reaching
failure.

On the other hand, the failure mechanism obtained
in Test 2 was similar to that of Test 1, but with
reduced vertical and horizontal extents.

4.3 Test 3

Measurements in Test 3 showed that increasing the
rod density from 1 rod/2.8 m2 to 1 rod/1.6 m2
improved face stability with a required pressure at
failure of 4 kPa, i. e. about 70% of that in Test 2
(Fig. 5).

On the other hand, the higher density did not
produce any effect on the displacements observed
before failure.

4.4 Test 4

The length of the shorter rods as designed in Test 4
was taken equal to twice the distance between the
face and expected failure surface, according with
CLOUTERRE (1991) Recommendations for soil
nailing which are based on the consideration that the
soil mass is divided into two separate zones by the
failure surface : an active zone and a resistant one
(Schlosser, 1982).

The distance between the face and the failure
surface was measured on several experimental soil
nailed walls. Cartier and Gigan (1983) had found



Figure 3a. Experimental failure mechanism.
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Figure 3b. Comparison of theoretical and experimental
results.
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Figure 4. Comparison of displacements in Tests 1 andd
(model units).
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Figure 5. Comparison of displacements in Tests 2 and 3
(model units).

this distance to be about 50% of the wall height. On
another experimental Wall constructed in
Fontainebleau sand (Plumelle, 1988), this distance
was about 30% of the wall height.

In our experiment, this distance was measured
along the cut of the centrifuged model, at the end of
Test 2, and was found to be equal to 60-65 mm,
equivalent to 30% of the tunnel diameter. As a
result, the length of rods in Test 4 was taken equal to
130 mm.

The results in this latter test proved that such rod
length provides the same amount of resistance as
longer bolts, as shown in Figure 6, where the load
displacement curves obtained from Tests 2 and 4 are
compared.

Similar observations were made for the shape and
extent of failure area.



Results regarding the limit internal pressure
required to prevent failure are summarized in Figure
7, in prototype conditions.

Depending on the bolt density, limit pressures are
reduced by 30% (Test 2) or 50% (Test 3) when
compared to the value observed in the non
reinforced soil.

All tests were carried out in dry Fontainebleau
sand. In a saturated sand, hydrostatic pore pressure
must be added to the measured limit pressures
(Skiker, 1995).
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Figure 6. Comparison of displacements in Tests 2 and 4.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

A program of four model tests was completed in the
LCPC centrifuge to investigate on a reduced scale,
the influence of bolt reinforcement at the face during

tunnel excavation. These tests allowed to analyze the
influence of some reinforcement parameters on the
stability and ground motion during tunneling. In the
tests, the tunnel face was supported with air pressure
and excavation modeled by reducing this air pressure
at the face until failure occurred.

The failure mechanisms observed with no
reinforcement (Test 1), were found in good
agreement with those obtained by Chambon (1990)
and with theoretical predictions derived from limit
analysis (Leca and Dormieux, 1990). The three other
tests showed little influence of the reinforcement on
the observed failure mechanisms.

On the other hand, the reinforcement used in Test
2 allowed to reduce by about 40% the required air
pressure to stabilize the face and prevent failure.
Face displacements and extent of the failure area
were reduced with respect to Test 1.

Test 3 showed that increasing the rod density
improved the face stability, but did not bring any
influence on soil displacements.

Results of Test 4 showed that a rod length equal to
twice the distance between face and expected failure
surface, would provide the same stability as longer
bolts. Reducing the rod length did not have any
influence on soil displacements and extent of failure
area.
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